
 

 

 
 

Celebrating our Heritage – Protecting our Environment – Shaping the Future 

 

Lord Mayor Treloar Hospital Phase 2.   

The Alton Society’s feedback following Boyer / Crest Nicholson Exhibition on 5th June 2018 

 

We very much welcome the opportunity to comment on these proposals, especially given the 

background to the development, and the many issues surrounding it. 

We were disappointed though to see that none of the concerns that were raised at our recent 

meeting, at least so far, have been taken into account.   

These are our detailed comments: 

1. We are pleased to see the breaking up of the estate into several 'neighbourhoods ' which, if 

done sensitively, would add to a ‘sense of place’ and provide at least a degree of separate 

visual identity, instead of the urban sprawl that we are seeing on so many other large  sites  

(but see 10 below). 

2. However, notwithstanding the inclusion of all the ‘developable areas’ in the Alton 

Neighbourhood Plan (ANP), we are opposed to the development of Zone G (Butterfly 

Meadow), both on landscape and ecological grounds.  We very much support the campaign to 

protect this crucially important meadow, and the need for an Environmental Impact 

Assessment before the scheme proceeds further.  You will know that the inclusion in the ANP 

of this field (labelled The Glade in your plans) was never supported by The Alton Society, or 

the local community at large, and was driven by circumstances beyond our control. 

3. We have suggested a compromise, involving the protection of the western half of Zone G in 

order to preserve a green wild life corridor linking the separate parts of Ackender Wood.  The 

density proposed for the developable areas of the site is low by any modern standards (25 per 

HA, compared with 52 in LMTH Phase 1), so there is an opportunity to increase the density 

elsewhere in the site, for example in the southwest corner (Zones B and H) where the contour 

is much lower and less sensitive in landscape terms, thus keeping the number of dwellings at 

280.  We would want to challenge the suggestion that the developer is locked in to a 

maximum of 2 storeys throughout the site (with one exception) in the Parameter Plan, but in 

any case an increase in (say) the number of terraced small units should be possible. 

4.  Coupled with 2 above, we deplore the decision to commit only half of the affordable homes 

that should be provided.  Given this situation, and Alton’s critical need for small  1 and 2 

bedroom units, we would strongly recommend a better housing mix, substantially increasing 

the number of 1 / 2 bed units from the 71(25%) currently proposed. 

Cont.. 



5. Despite some tentative assurances to the contrary, we could see no meaningful provision of 

recreational space (play areas etc) within the individual neighbourhoods (‘Character Areas’).    

The prospect of families using the space allocated in the ‘Country Park’ seems totally 

unrealistic in view of the distance from most houses.  Adequate provision must be made 

within the individual zones. 

6. Indeed, we would go further and totally eliminate the play area indicated in the open space.  

Being totally detached from the development itself (and thus not adequately serving the 

residents’ needs) it would be wide open to anti-social behaviour and the risk of vandalism. 

7. We find the notion of a ‘Country Park’ totally inappropriate.  We see that there is no intention 

to have it accredited as a true Country Park, so why have it?  We certainly would not want to 

see vehicular access, car parking, toilets etc – such commercial exploitation of these hugely 

attractive meadows would be quite wrong in our view.  It is essential that the area retains its 

present natural, unspoiled character for the enjoyment of walkers.   Why not simply ‘Ackender 

Meadows’?   We would also contend that the proposal to increase the mowing of the meadow 

after the initial cut for hay to improve the fertility is not called for and is likely to have 

unintended consequences on the existing flora.   

8. We have real misgivings about the single access point off Chawton Park Road, given the 

sprawling and tortuous nature of the estate roads.  Surely the emergency services will oppose 

this, given the heavy dependency on keeping this single feeder road clear of blockages?   

9. We would strongly advocate the retention of Robertson House, a rare remnant of the site’s 

heritage.  Surely this could be converted into flats? 

10. It is difficult to make any meaningful  comments on building design without seeing detailed 

proposals, but the examples you have displayed do seem somewhat 'run of the mill'.   We see 

diversity as an important element in estate design, especially on such a large and spread out 

development. 

11. More alarmingly, we see no mention of design standards for the buildings, or any attempt at 

environmentally sustainable energy provision.  Such a large development, especially with its 

southern aspect, is an ideal opportunity to showcase what can be achieved in terms of self-

sufficient, sustainable energy provision.  In this context, note EHDC’s own Energy Strategy.  

(You will know that we have already suggested, as a minimum, incorporating a number of eco-

houses). 

For all the above reasons, we hope that there can now be a radical rethink of the plans for this 

hugely sensitive site. 

Rod Eckles 

Chairman, Built Environment Group,    
The Alton Society 
    
10th June 2018  

 


